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Moon Over Manifest

view in catalog
It is 1936 in the depths of the Great Depression and Abilene Tucker hasabout
beenMoon
sent by
Over
her Manifest
wandering
father to live in the dying town of Manifest, Kansas. She spends the summer making friends and trying to
discover the truth about the town, its colorful inhabitants, and her father's past. The mystery revolves
around the years 1917-18 when America was fighting in World War I and a deadly outbreak of influenza
swept the world. Abilene and her buddies delve into old newspapers, find hidden clues, and uncover
secrets through a diviner's stories to reveal the extraordinary friendship between two young men, Ned
and Jinx. Abilene is disappointed when she believes there is no trace of her father in Manifest but for the
first time in her life, she begins to think of a place as home. Read more
Posted by Mary F. on March 8, 2011
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Forge - Historical Thriller

view in catalog
If you thought this winter in Bloomington was a fierce one, you may feel it was downright balmy after
reading about the winter the Revolutionary War soldiers experienced at Valley Forge in 1777-1778.
In Forge, Laurie Halse Anderson continues the compelling story she started in her award-winning
about
novel
Forge - Histori
Chains which describes the involvement of African American slaves in the Revolutionary War. Chains
was told from the perspective of Isabel, a slave who spies for the rebels during the start of the war. She
meets Curzon, a slave whose owner required him to enlist as a soldier and fight in the war in his place,
with the promise that Curzon would become free when the enlistment time expired. Read more
Posted by Lisa C. on February 16, 2011
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Astrid & Veronika
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This lovely book describes a friendship between a septuagenarian and a

woman of 30. Veronika,
about
theAstrid
younger
& Veronika
woman, has spent a lifetime moving, first accompanying her father
Pages
to his foreign service assignments, then on her own to Stockholm and London before impetuously
following a boyfriend to Auckland, New Zealand.
Read more
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The Mostly True Adventures of Homer P.
Figg
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Homer P. Figg
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Homer P.
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Figg
their sad lives are made even more
wretched by their mean guardian, Uncle Squinton. "Squint" forces Harold to be conscripted into the
Union Army even though he is underage, and Homer is compelled to try to rescue his brother before he is
killed in the savagery of the Civil War. Thus begin The Mostly True Adventures of Homer P. Figg. Read
more
Posted by Ellen A. on August 6, 2010
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